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When buying a charger, you will have to decide whether you want a model that adjusts the power to
the battery or one that automatically performs a complete charge. Usually a regular charger adjusts
the charge program it performs. You will not be able to tell the exact charge program it is performing
at any given time. However, if you are buying a battery charger for a very large number of batteries,
you will want one that is capable of adjusting the program. Thanks ltdm Posted 02 Nov 2013 01:29
AM London, United Kingdom I too was caught out by this. My charger changed from 2.25k to 2.5k

and I only noticed when I switched off the charger overnight. The mains adapter was also switching
off when I charged a 1.1K battery, but I've no idea what could be the cause. The charger is 7 years
old and fits well in my small boat, but if I was to charge a bigger boat I'd need to change the mains
adapter so I hope this advice helps others and makes them think twice next time. Posted 09 Nov
2013 14:13 AM Wellington, New Zealand Hi, I just ordered a cmp 2100 with charger at my local

marine store which is a cheap knockoff because i believe it's just a plug and play. i have attached
the manual for you. i don't know what your warranty says but i don't want to lose my money. I hope
you can find this manual in there. Thanks Posted 13 Nov 2013 09:07 AM Connecticut, United States
Does anyone know if it is possible to put a charger for a 12v 2000ah Marine battery (which requires
deep cycle marine battery chargers) into the 2000ah marine battery itself and if so, how this could
be done? Just curious about doing this, as I would like to know if it is possible or will I need to keep

purchasing a separate charger for the marine battery. I know you could attach a 2000ah battery to a
marine battery by using 2000ah chemical lead acid batteries, but the batteries would probably need
to be of equal size. Can anyone please help? Posted 17 Nov 2013 16:52 AM United States Email me
for more details.Q: How do you check for a key/value pair in an array of objects? I have an array of

objects and I need to check each object to see if it contains a certain key/value pair of a specific sort.
A: Simple way of doing this is using forEach The forEach() method executes a provided function once
for each array element. var arr = [ { key: "key1", value: "value1" }, { key: "key2", value: "value2" },

{ key: "key3", value: "value3" }, { key: "key4", value: "value4" } ]; arr.forEach(item => { if
(item.key === "key1" && item.value === "value1") { console.log("found!"); } }); A: You can use

Object.keys() to get an array of all the keys in an object. Then you can use Array.prototype.filter() to
iterate over all the elements and test each one.
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